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Rationale  
 
Mathematics is the foundation of science and technology. As science and 
technology have come to influence all aspects of life, so mathematics has come 
to be of vital importance to the educational agenda of every nation. 
Increasingly, it plays a major role in determining the strength of the nation's 
work force. For students, it opens doors to careers. For citizens, it enables 
informed decisions. For nations, it provides knowledge to compete in a 
technological economy. To participate fully in the world of the future, every 
country must tap the power of mathematics. However, on the other side, a 
decade ago, NRC (1989) states that three of every four Americans stop studying 
mathematics before completing job prerequisites. Most students leave school 
without sufficient preparation in mathematics to cope with either on-the-job 
demands for problem-solving or college expectations for mathematical literacy.  
 

The quality improvement is the main keyword carried by the SEAMEO QITEP 
in Mathematics henceforth called as QIM. As stated in its vision and mission, 
QIM deals with quality improvement of mathematics teacher and educational 
personnel in Southeast Asia thus needs to learn and gain best practices from 
various organisations or institutions which conduct the quality improvement 
programmes of mathematics teachers and educational personnel from any part 
of the world. The learning from collaboration with other institutions will 
strengthen the capacity of its academic staff. It is hoped that the training 
courses and researches conducted by SEAMEO QITEP in Mathematics should 
always deliver current issues in mathematics education and provide new 
perspectives to its participants and other stakeholders.  
 
In this fiscal year, QIM has contacted the University of Waikato, New Zealand 
for conducting a short course focusing on Mathematics education, research in 
Mathematics education and training for mathematics teachers. The course was 
held on 7 to 13 December 2011 at the Faculty of Education, the University of 
Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand. The three QIM delegates who attended the 
short course included Prof Subanar, Mr. Fadjar Shadiq and Dr Wahyudi. 
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Objectives  
 
The ultimate goals of the short course programme are (1) to hold mutually 
beneficial discussion and meetings to establish a long-term relationship 
between QIM and the University of Waikato and (2) to learn and gain best 
practices from the University of Waikato in term of research in mathematics 
education, quality improvement programmes of mathematics teachers and 
education personnel.  
 
More specifically, the objectives of short course activities at the University of 
Waikato are formulated as follows:  
 

1) to explore and discuss the possibilities of collaboration programme 
between SEAMEO QITEP in Mathematics and the University of Waikato;  

 
2) to learn about how to deliver some subject materials to the participants 

of in-service programme; and 
 

3) to learn and share on research activities and findings focusing on 
mathematics education  

 
Overview of the Programme and Activities  
 
7th December Yogyakarta – Sydney  
8th December Sydney - Hamilton 
9th December Workshop on Mathematics Education in NZ 
10th December  Social Visit to Waikato Museum 
11st December Writing Report of the 1st Day Workshop 
12nd December Workshop Research on Mathematics Education 
13rd December Departing from Hamilton to Yogyakarta 
 
The detail of the programme and activities are as follows.  
 

8 December 2011 – Long Journey from Yogyakarta to Hamilton 
 
After long journey from Jakarta Air Port, eventually the delegates touched 
down at the Auckland Airport at 23.15 pm local time. We took Roadcat shuttle 
bus headed to Hamilton and reached the hotel (Grosvenor Motor Inn Hotel – 
see Figure 1) at 02.00 am. Hamilton time is 6 hours earlier than Yogyakarta 
time.  
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Figure 1. Grosvenor Motor Inn Hotel 

 
9 December 2011  
 
As scheduled, Mr Peter Letteney fetched us at the hotel and brought us to the 
Faculty of Education, the University of Waikato. The delegates were warmly 
welcomed by the Deputy Dean of International Programme Mr. Russell Yates 
and the Faculty of Education team, Dr Brenda Bicknell & Associate Professor 
Jenny Young-Loveridge. Mr. Yates welcomed the delegates and delivered a 
short introduction and offered his best wishes for the two days workshops. 
Professor Subanar introduced the delegates to the University of Waikato team. 
At the end of the introduction session, Professor Subanar presented a 
memento to the Faculty of Education represented by Mr. Russel Yates. 
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Figure 2. Professor Subanar presented the memento to Mr. Yates 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Professor Subanar provide brief description about QIM to Dr Brenda 

and Prof Jenny during the introduction session 
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After morning tea break, Dr Brenda Bicknell and Associate  Professor Jenny 
Young-Loveridge from the Department of Mathematics, Science & Technology 
Faculty of Education, the University of Waikato presented Mathematics 
Education in the New Zealand Setting (part 1 and part 2) followed up by depth 
discussion on the mathematics curriculum and in-service programme for 
primary and secondary mathematics teachers. Copy of the presentations and 
the textbooks/curriculum are available in our References Room.  
 
 

 
Figure 4. Professor Subanar and Mr Fadjar Shadiq involved in depth discussion 

with Dr Brenda and Associate Professor Jenny Young 
 
After lunch break, the delegates have discussion with the manager of 
International Programme of the University of Waikato, Mr. Peter Lettenaly. 
During the discussion, we explored the possibilities on collaboration between 
two institution such as (1) QITEP in Mathematics sends its staff to attend 
workshop at the University of Waikato (2) the University of Waikato sends its 
staff to deliver workshop at QITEP in Mathematics or present paper at 
symposium, and (3) QITEP in Mathematics send its staff to pursue higher 
degree education i.e. Master and Doctoral degree. The University of Waikato 
signalled positive response and would take follow-up action of the possibilities 
by proposing draft Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in the near future. 
After the discussion, Peter brought us around the Campus to observe the 
facilities of the Universities of Waikato.  
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Figure 5. Dr Wahyudi, Professor Subanar and Mr Fadjar Shadiq during 

Campus tour 
 

 
Figure 6. Mr Peter Lettenely, Professor Subanar and Mr Fadjar Shadiq in front 

of Library Building  
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Figure 7. The delegates in front of the University of Waikato logo 

 
 
10 December 2011  
 

Weekend in Hamilton was so peaceful and serene. Hamilton is a small city and 
a good place to study. Peter has suggested us to do social visit to Regland, a 
beautiful beach in west coast of Tanui. We were agreed to his idea. However, 
there is a problem with transportation in which in Hamiltom in term of 
frequency. There is only twice a day shuttle bus goes from Hamilton to 
Regland. We missed the first bus which supposed to depart on 10.00 am. The 
second bus was scheduled on 3.00 pm. Taxi was not available either. 
Therefore, we decided to explore Hamilton by reading city area transits system 
which was provided free. We went to Waikato museum to learn the history of 
Hamilton city and its people. 
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Figure 8. Professor Subanar and Dr Wahyudi in front of Hamilton Central 

Shopping Centre and Hamilton Bus Station 

 

 
Figure 9. Professor Subanar and Mr Fadjar Shadiq in front of Waikato Museum 
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11 December 2011  

 

This Sunday we decided to have a walk along Waikato River. We spent about 
two hours and back to the hotel for writing our report and reflections. 
 

12 December 2011  

 

The second workshop focused on the Project and Research in Mathematics 
Education in New Zealand. The workshop was held in the same venue as 
yesterday’s workshop i.e. of at Room 458 Faculty of Education, the University 
of Waikato. The workshop was facilitated by Dr. Brenda Bickel, Associate 
Professor Jenny Young and Dr. Sharma.  
 

As the first speaker, Associate Professor Jenny Young explained the projects 
called Numeracy Development Projects 2001-10. The projects were long-term 
school-based professional development for all mathematics teachers, centrally 
funded, research based, and progressive roll-out with on-going support. The 
lecturers from elected universities worked closely and collaboratively with 
mathematics teachers in appointed schools. The products were available on 
line so that every mathematics teacher can access and make use of the 
information to support their teaching. Associate Professor Jenny Young also 
showed us the teaching aid made from simple and available material to teach 
the representation of decimal. 
 

The most important result of ‘Numeracy Development Projects 2001-10’, 
among others was the nine stages, from ‘Stage Zero’ to ‘Stage Eight’. The 
strategies that students use at each stage are as follow:  
 
1. Stage Zero: Emergent. Students at this stage are unable to consistently 

count a given number of objects because they lack knowledge of counting 
sequences and/or the ability to match things in one-to-one correspondence. 

2. Stage One: One-to-one Counting. This stage is characterised by students who 
can count and form a set of objects up to ten but cannot solve simple 
problems that involve joining and separating sets, like 4 + 3. 

3. Stage Two: Counting from One on Materials. Given a joining or separating of 
sets problem, students at this stage rely on counting physical materials, like 
their fingers.  

4. Stage Three: Counting from One by Imaging. This stage is also characterised 
by students counting all of the objects in simple joining and separating 
problems. Students at this stage are able to image visual patterns of the 
objects in their mind and count them. 

5. Stage Four: Advanced Counting (Counting On). Students at this stage 
understand that the end number in a counting sequence measures the 
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whole set and can relate the addition or subtraction of objects to the 
forward and backward number sequences by ones, tens, etc. 

6. Stage Five: Early Additive Part-Whole. At this stage, students have begun to 
recognise that numbers are abstract units that can be treated 
simultaneously as wholes or can be partitioned and recombined. This is 
called part-whole thinking. 

7. Stage Six: Advanced Additive–Early Multiplicative Part-Whole. Students at 
this stage are learning to choose appropriately from a repertoire of part-
whole strategies to solve and estimate the answers to addition and 
subtraction problems. They see numbers as whole units in themselves but 
also understand that “nested” within these units is a range of possibilities 
for subdivision and recombining. 

8. Stage Seven: Advanced Multiplicative–Early Proportional Part-Whole. 
Students at this stage are learning to choose appropriately from a range of 
part-whole strategies to solve and estimate the answers to problems 
involving multiplication and division. These strategies require one or more of 
the numbers involved in a multiplication or division to be partitioned, 
manipulated, then recombined. 

9. Stage Eight: Advanced Proportional Part-Whole. Students at this stage are 
learning to select from a repertoire of part-whole strategies to solve and 
estimate the answers to problems involving fractions, proportions, and 
ratios. These strategies are based on finding common factors and include 
strategies for the multiplication of decimals and the calculation of 
percentages. 

 
The report of that Project can be founded, studied, and downloaded from this 
website address: www.educationcounts.govt.nz or www.nzmaths.co.nz. Another 
important study was “The Effective Pedagogy in Mathematics/Pàngarau: Best 
Evidence Synthesis Iteration [BES],” which was funded by a Ministry of 
Education and awarded to Associate Professor Glenda Anthony and Dr 
Margaret Walshaw at Massey University, New Zealand. The synthesis 
represents a systematic and credible evidence base about quality teaching in 
mathematics and explains the sort of pedagogical approaches that lead to 
improved engagement and desirable outcomes for learners from diverse social 
groups. It marks out the complexity of teaching and provides insight into the 
ways in which learners’ mathematical identities and accomplishments are 
occasioned by effective pedagogical practices. The key findings of the BES were 
organised and presented according to these five themes: (1) the key principles 
underpinning effective mathematics teaching, (2) the early years, (3) the 
classroom community, (4) the pedagogical task and activity, and (5) 
educational leadership and centre–home and school–home links. The report of 
the BES can be studied and free downloaded from this website address: 
www.educationcounts.govt.nz/goto/BES.  
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The ‘Best Evidence Synthesis (BES)’ has been recognized was very important. 
The results of BES have been synthesized by G. Anthony and M. Walshaw, M 
(2009) under the series title: ‘Effective Pedagogy in Mathematics (EPiM).’ Like 
the others, the series is intended to be a catalyst for systemic improvement and 
sustainable development in education. It is electronically available at the 
websites of the IEA (http://www.iaoed.org) or of the IBE 
(http://www.ibe.unesco.org/publications.htm) or paper copies can be 
requested from: IBE, Publications Unit, P.O. Box 199, 1211 Geneva 20, 
Switzerland. The key points of the EPiM were organised and presented 
according to these ten themes which will be very important for mathematics 
teachers. 
 

1. An Ethic of Care. Caring classroom communities that are focused on 
mathematical goals help develop students’ mathematical identities and 
proficiencies. 

2. Arranging for Learning. Effective teachers provide students with 
opportunities to work both independently and collaboratively to make 
sense of ideas. 

3. Building on Students’ Thinking. Effective teachers plan mathematics 
learning experiences that enable students to build on their existing 
proficiencies, interests, and experiences. 

4. Worthwhile Mathematical Tasks. Effective teachers understand that the 
tasks and examples they select influence how students come to view, 
develop, use, and make sense of mathematics. 

5. Making Connections. Effective teachers support students in creating 
connections between different ways of solving problems, between 
mathematical representations and topics, and between mathematics and 
everyday experiences. 

6. Assessment for Learning. Effective teachers use a range of assessment 
practices to make students’ thinking visible and to support students’ 
learning. 

7. Mathematical Communication. Effective teachers are able to facilitate 
classroom dialogue that is focused on mathematical argumentation. 

8. Mathematical Language. Effective teachers shape mathematical language 
by modeling appropriate terms and communicating their meaning in ways 
that students understand. 

9. Tools and representations. Effective teachers carefully select tools and 
representations to provide support for students’ thinking. 

10. Teacher Knowledge. Effective teachers develop and use sound knowledge 
as a basis for initiating learning and responding to the mathematical 
needs of all their students. 
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Figure 10. An Example of Maorian Number System in English, Maorian, and 

Indonesian. Four = Wha = Empat, Five = Rima = Lima, and Six = Ono = Enam  

 

The second speaker, Dr. Brenda emphasized on the in-service mathematics 
teacher programme she presented us on Friday, provide more information and 
on line resources. She showed us the video of a secondary school student 
solved problems using mental arithmetic. The student explained the reason 
why he gave the answers. She emphasized that most research conducted in NZ 
heavily rely on qualitative data as showed in the video. 
 

Dr Sharma as the last presentation delivered the project she conducted with 
the mathematics teachers. She also explained the method of teaching Statistics 
by using real data that can be drawn on line at New Zealand Mathematics 
Website http://www.nzmaths.co.nz. Data used was the real data collected 
based on student poll on students’ heights, weights, hand spans, etc. The 
interactive programme on the web can show students the mean, median, 
mode, and standard deviation when they pick a sample size. Students can get 
an understanding that although they pick the same size of samples they get 
different mean, median, mode and standard deviation.  
 
We have such a depth discussion on teaching and research on teaching 
statistic as our Centre Director, Professor Subanar’s background was pure 
statistic. It was interesting when we discuss on the level of statistic literacy. 
The classification was somewhat open to enable teacher make it easier in their 
teaching and dealing with their students. We end up our workshop at 3.00 pm. 
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After finishing all paper work and documentation, Peter then drove us to our 
lovely Hotel. We did our packing before leaving to Auckland for early morning 
fly to Sydney on 13 December. 
 

13 December 2011  

 

We woke up at 3 am when the room boy knocked our door as morning call. The 
taxi has waited for us at the lobby and greeted us friendly. We just know that 
he was Maorian as Mr Fadjar asked him of where he comes from. It took about 
half an hour when we reached Auckland Air Port. We went to check in counter 
and showed all necessary documents. The officer asked us where the 
Australian Visa is as we will fly to Sydney. We explained patiently to her that 
we only do transit and will not enter Australian custom. She could not accept 
our explanation and report the manager on duty. Thanks God, the manager 
was friendly and helpful. He called Garuda to check our tickets and eventually 
allow us to do check in. Even so, he helps us to check our luggage through 
Ngurah Rai Air Port, Denpasar Bali. We took off at 6 am, and reached air port 
at 7 am local time. We were so sad when we learnt that our fellow delegates at 
Wellington could not proceed the check in and was halted and ordered to 
obtain Australian Visa. We flew Garuda Indonesia GA 715 from Sydney to 
Denpasar at 1.00 pm local time and landed at Ngurah Rai International Air 
Port at 4.00 pm local time. We continued our flight to Yogyakarta by Garuda 
and reached our beloved city at 19.20. 
 

Conclusions  

 

Overall, we found that the short course ran very well. We learnt pre-service and 
in-service teacher education system implemented in New Zealand. We also 
learnt the research done by the University of Waikato which may represent 
New Zealand research in mathematics education. We have such interesting 
discussion on possible collaboration in the future in the area of training and 
research.  The lesson we learnt may be adapted and practiced at our training 
and courses at SEAMEO QITEP in Mathematics. 
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APPENDICES 

 

A. Mathematics Education in the New Zealand Setting (PPT). 
 

B. Mathematics Education in the New Zealand Setting - Part 2 (PPT). 
 

C. The Challenges for Teachers of Helping Students Acquire a Range of Mental 
Strategies to Solve Problems (PPT). 
 

D. Statistical Literacy: Developing Statistical Literacy with Year 9 Students 
(PPT).  

 


